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The Raff Family
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Mayor & Town Council,
First, I would like to thank you for listening to the resident’s feedback about the H27M3 tower at the
Marlborough tanks during the 6/17/21 meeting. With 13 proposed towers I realize that you are all likely
overwhelmed with information. I do appreciate your interest in investigating alternate locations that will keep
this tower farther away from homes and minimize the impact to our neighborhood. Please let me know if you
have any questions about the alternate locations we proposed, or if you would like me to host a community
meeting at the tank site to discuss options.
If no suitable alternate site can be found I ask that you, please consider this site to be “as visible” to the
residents as any other ROW tower. Please apply the same design requirements as you would for the other 13
towers.    This site should be a monopole with internal wiring and preferably an integrated equipment base. The
monopole design is the most streamline option and will minimize the visual clutter from the equipment and
wiring. Please exercise your right to limit the height to an elevation that is more in-line with the 32’ limit (or the
minimum required to clear the tanks). The monopole should be a “colocation ready” design.
I was shocked to hear that Crown Castle was unwilling to answer the question about how the proposed
monopoles compare to those that would support the colocation of multiple carriers.   Since Crown Castle’s
attorney and engineers claimed that their current monopole designs support colocation but would be
significantly larger, I decided to do some research. To my surprise, I discovered a published reference design for
colocation which is even less intrusive than what crown castle is proposing. I hope that the following
information about colocation, distributed backup power, and the small cell adoption rate in San Mateo will help
you evaluate Crown Castle’s applications.
Colocation Ready Designs
Crown Castle can, and does, regularly build colocation ready monopoles. Their published Municipal Officials
Brochure, which is a document targeted towards City Managers clearly states:
“All of our infrastructure can be shared, we’re able to accommodate multiple wireless carriers and serve
more people and businesses with less equipment and disruption.”
Within this guide there is a video of reference architectures called “What are Small Cells”. I believe this is based
on Crown Castle’s deployment in Fontana California. They include a description of their colocation ready small
cell monopole with an integrated equipment base. The description for this design begins at the 50 second mark

PLEASE WATCH THE SHORT THE VIDEO (Link to Video)
Key Features of the design:

32’ Monopole with integrated base (see figure 1)
2’ foot antenna
30’ pole
30” diameter base (2.5’)
Equipment cabinet with space for multiple carriers (figure 2)
2’ antenna (figure 3)
12coax ports
Internal wiring
Powered by underground fiber and electrical run together (figure 4)
No ground-based PG&E meter and pedestal
This colocation ready design is strikingly like the proposed designs for Hillsborough.   Below is a comparison
table showing the difference between this colocation ready design and the proposed tower at H05M2.

Design Element
Number of Carriers
Tower Height
Base Cabinet Diameter
Antenna height
Separate PGE cabinet
at each site

Colocation Ready
2+
32’
30”
2’
No

H05M2
1
35’
35-3/4”
4’
Yes

Delta
-1 or more
+3’
+5-3/4”
+2’
Extra Equipment Cabinet
& Pedestal

In reviewing this comparison, it is apparent that the design from Crown Castle that supports the colocation of
multiple carriers is actually smaller than what they are proposing for our community. In other words, the
Colocation Ready design would be smaller and less intrusive that the designs they have proposed. This may
be why the engineers and attorney for Crown Castle were not willing to answer your questions about what the
additional requirements would be for a colocation ready monopole until the last possible day.
Colocation is a critical requirement of our design standards. Like the setbacks, this design element is paramount
to preserving our rural character while allowing future carrier deployments to be contained in the un-altered
monopole. If the council fails to demand that Crown Castle update their designs to this smaller and lessintrusive colocation ready design, you will be hosting more public hearings for towers for new carriers and
modifications to these sites. I think we can all agree that nobody is looking forward starting this process all over
for the next carrier that submits tower applications.
Please press Crown Castle on this issue and ask them for more data on these colocation ready monopoles.
Please reach-out to your counterparts in Fontana California and ask them if they are willing to share the details
of their small cell deployments.
Backup Power Solutions
As we all know the current applications from Crown Castle have no battery or emergency backup power. Our
municipal code permits the integration of a power jack to connect a portable generator, however Crown Castle
did not even include that option. The industry realizes that it is not practical in a community like ours to have
batteries or generators at each small cell site in the ROW. It is just not possible in some cases due to limited
space. To meet backup power requirements industry leaders like CommScope have developed Distributed
Power Connectivity.
These distributed power solutions use hybrid fiber/coper cabling, to deliver power and connectivity from a
central location to a cluster of neighboring small cells. (see Figure 5 - Hybrid Fiber Diagram) The benefit to this
design is that a backup power (battery or generator) can be provided in a central location and distributed to
each WCF in the same conduit or cable as the fiber. In addition, only one centrally located PG&E meter is
required where the DC power is converted from AC and distributed. This eliminates the need for ground-based
PG&E cabinets at each site. The centralized meter also removes any potential requirements for LS2 power from
PG&E. For more information see CommScope white paper Powering the Future of Small Cells and Beyond (link)
Example: Distributed DC power solution:

Hillsborough WCF Adoption Rate
According to Crown Castle’s interactive map, currently they have only 4 small cell WCFs in San Mateo County.
(see figures 6 & 7) These are all located in the city of San Mateo proper near Alameda de Las Pulgas and the
Hayward Park district. Hillsborough is not the “hold-out” community that will be last to adopt small WCFs as the
carrier would like us to believe. Crown Castle is likely anxious to extend their footprint in the county and they
will point to our town as a reference for other municipalities. Since Hillsborough will be an early adopter of
WCFs it is important that we do not settle for outdated designs that do not support colocation and backup
power.
Summary:
The decision you have before you to approve or deny these applications has material repercussions for our
community. Crown Castle has colocation ready solutions with distributed backup power that comply with our
design requirements and meet our town’s needs. Please ask them about the reference design I highlighted
above and challenge their narrative that colocation ready solutions will be bigger. Please deny these
applications until Crown Castle conforms to our design standards and implements a colocation ready solution
with distributed backup power. Our community deserves better, and we need your resolve to compel Crown
Castle to deliver the right solution for our town.
Thank you,
John Lavrich

Figure 1: 32’ Monopole with Integrated Base Cabinet (no separate PGE meter)

Figure 2: Equipment Cabinet Supports Multiple Carriers

Figure 3: 2’ antenna with 12 Coax ports for radios from multiple carriers

Figure 4: Distributed underground power with hybrid fiber (power & networking in
one bundle)

Figure 5: Hybrid Fiber / Coper cable for DC power and networking.

Figure 6: Crown Castle Small Cells and Towers in San Mateo County:

Source: Crown Castle Website (Link to Crowncastle.com)

Figure 7: San Mateo Small Cell Details:

John Lavrich
Mayor & Town Council,

6/25/2021

First, I would like to thank you for listening to the resident’s feedback about the H27M3 tower at the
Marlborough tanks during the 6/17/21 meeting. With 13 proposed towers I realize that you are all likely
overwhelmed with information. I do appreciate your interest in investigating alternate locations that
will keep this tower farther away from homes and minimize the impact to our neighborhood. Please let
me know if you have any questions about the alternate locations we proposed, or if you would like me
to host a community meeting at the tank site to discuss options.
If no suitable alternate site can be found I ask that you, please consider this site to be “as visible” to the
residents as any other ROW tower. Please apply the same design requirements as you would for the
other 13 towers. This site should be a monopole with internal wiring and preferably an integrated
equipment base. The monopole design is the most streamline option and will minimize the visual
clutter from the equipment and wiring. Please exercise your right to limit the height to an elevation that
is more in-line with the 32’ limit (or the minimum required to clear the tanks). The monopole should be
a “colocation ready” design.
I was shocked to hear that Crown Castle was unwilling to answer the question about how the proposed
monopoles compare to those that would support the colocation of multiple carriers. Since Crown
Castle’s attorney and engineers claimed that their current monopole designs support colocation but
would be significantly larger, I decided to do some research. To my surprise, I discovered a published
reference design for colocation which is even less intrusive than what crown castle is proposing. I hope
that the following information about colocation, distributed backup power, and the small cell adoption
rate in San Mateo will help you evaluate Crown Castle’s applications.

Colocation Ready Designs
Crown Castle can, and does, regularly build colocation ready monopoles. Their published Municipal
Officials Brochure, which is a document targeted towards City Managers clearly states:
“All of our infrastructure can be shared, we’re able to accommodate multiple wireless carriers
and serve more people and businesses with less equipment and disruption.”
Within this guide there is a video of reference architectures called “What are Small Cells”. I believe this
is based on Crown Castle’s deployment in Fontana California. They include a description of their
colocation ready small cell monopole with an integrated equipment base. The description for this

design begins at the 50 second mark PLEASE WATCH THE SHORT THE VIDEO (Link to Video)
Key Features of the design:
-

-

32’ Monopole with integrated base (see figure 1)
o 2’ foot antenna
o 30’ pole
o 30” diameter base (2.5’)
Equipment cabinet with space for multiple carriers (figure 2)
2’ antenna (figure 3)

-

o 12coax ports
o Internal wiring
Powered by underground fiber and electrical run together (figure 4)
o No ground-based meter & pedestal

This colocation ready design is strikingly like the proposed designs for Hillsborough. Below is a
comparison table showing the difference between this colocation ready design and the proposed tower
at H05M2.
Design Element
Number of Carriers
Tower Height
Base Cabinet Diameter
Antenna height
Separate PGE cabinet
at each site

Colocation Ready
2+
32’
30”
2’
No

H05M2
1
35’
35-3/4”
4’
Yes

Delta
-1 or more
+3’
+5-3/4”
+2’
Extra Equipment
Cabinet & Pedestal

In reviewing this comparison, it is apparent that the design from Crown Castle that supports the
colocation of multiple carriers is actually smaller than what they are proposing for our community. In
other words, the Colocation Ready design would be smaller and less intrusive that the designs they
have proposed. This may be why the engineers and attorney for Crown Castle were not willing to
answer your questions about what the additional requirements would be for a colocation ready
monopole until the last possible day.
Colocation is a critical requirement of our design standards. Like the setbacks, this design element is
paramount to preserving our rural character while allowing future carrier deployments to be contained
in the un-altered monopole. If the council fails to demand that Crown Castle update their designs to this
smaller and less-intrusive colocation ready design, you will be hosting more public hearings for towers
for new carriers and modifications to these sites. I think we can all agree that nobody is looking forward
starting this process all over for the next carrier that submits tower applications.
Please press Crown Castle on this issue and ask them for more data on these colocation ready
monopoles. Please reach-out to your counterparts in Fontana California and ask them if they are willing
to share the details of their small cell deployments.
Backup Power Solutions
As we all know the current applications from Crown Castle have no battery or emergency backup power.
Our municipal code permits the integration of a power jack to connect a portable generator, however
Crown Castle did not even include that option. The industry realizes that it is not practical in a
community like ours to have batteries or generators at each small cell site in the ROW. It is just not
possible in some cases due to limited space. To meet backup power requirements industry leaders like
CommScope have developed Distributed Power Connectivity.
These distributed power solutions use hybrid fiber/coper cabling, to deliver power and connectivity
from a central location to a cluster of neighboring small cells. (see Figure 5 - Hybrid Fiber Diagram) The

benefit to this design is that a backup power (battery or generator) can be provided in a central location
and distributed to each WCF in the same conduit or cable as the fiber. In addition, only one centrally
located PG&E meter is required where the DC power is converted from AC and distributed. This
eliminates the need for ground-based PG&E cabinets at each site. The centralized meter also removes
any potential requirements for LS2 power from PG&E. For more information see CommScope white
paper Powering the Future of Small Cells and Beyond
Example: Distributed DC power solution:

Hillsborough WCF Adoption Rate
According to Crown Castle’s interactive map, currently they have only 4 small cell WCFs in San Mateo
County. (see figures 6 & 7) These are all located in the city of San Mateo proper near Alameda de Las
Pulgas and the Hayward Park district. Hillsborough is not the “hold-out” community that will be last to
adopt small WCFs as the carrier would like us to believe. Crown Castle is likely anxious to extend their
footprint in the county and they will point to our town as a reference for other municipalities. Since
Hillsborough will be an early adopter of WCFs it is important that we do not settle for outdated designs
that do not support colocation and backup power.
Summary:
The decision you have before you to approve or deny these applications has material repercussions for
our community. Crown Castle has colocation ready solutions with distributed backup power that
comply with our design requirements and meet our town’s needs. Please ask them about the reference
design I highlighted above and challenge their narrative that colocation ready solutions will be bigger.
Please deny these applications until Crown Castle conforms to our design standards and implements a
colocation ready solution with distributed backup power. Our community deserves better, and we need
your resolve to compel Crown Castle to deliver the right solution for our town.

Figure 1: 32’ Monopole with Integrated Base Cabinet (no separate PGE meter)

Figure 2: Equipment Cabinet Supports Multiple Carriers

Figure 3: 2’ antenna with 12 Coax ports for radios from multiple carriers

Figure 4: Distributed underground power with hybrid fiber (power & networking
in one bundle)

Figure 5: Hybrid Fiber / Coper cable for DC power and networking.

Figure 6: Crown Castle Small Cells and Towers in San Mateo County:

Source: Crown Castle Website (Link to Crowncastle.com)

Figure 7: San Mateo Small Cell Details:
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Paul Longhenry
Wireless Comments
Kid Support for Wireless Coverage Approval
Saturday, June 26, 2021 8:40:33 AM
210626 Longhenry Kids" Video.mov

Dear Council Members - thanks again for all the hard work and long hours on the wireless
application reviews. In the past our family has already written to explain our support for
approval, but our kids also wanted to thank you in their own words (please see video
attached).
Thanks!
Paul, Rhoda, Storm & Breeze Longhenry
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Piazza
Wireless Comments
Cell tower
Saturday, June 26, 2021 8:49:35 AM

If you are going to bring one in, most of the area uses AT&T. This won’t benefit the majority. Get AT&T
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Aaronson
Wireless Comments
Cell phone service
Saturday, June 26, 2021 10:37:54 AM

I have written to you all once before, but being how important this is to me and my ability to
provide telehealth care to my patients from home…please permit these towers to go up so we
can get with the times and I can stop worrying about drop calls in the middle of relaying a new
cancer diagnosis to a patient. Thanks for your time and consideration.
With great respect,
Dave
-David Aaronson
cell:
work: 510-752-6987
work email: david.s.aaronson@kp.org
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To:
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Date:

Kristi H Nyhus
Wireless Comments
Wireless comment for Town Meeting
Saturday, June 26, 2021 10:55:52 AM

As we approach what appears to be a critical vote, I am writing to express my support for cell
towers in our beautiful town. We have very poor coverage at our home and area with calls not
being able to go through at all or are regularly dropped mid call if a connection can be made.
With two young teenagers, it’s very concerning to not be able to get ahold of my family
when/if an emergency arises let alone just the daily need for connecting with each other on
logistics, pick ups, etc. It’s surprising our town does not have this capability yet. I know many
other residents feel the same way. I encourage you to support cell towers in our town now that
we have a council and committee who have appropriately (and thankfully) put in the
significant effort to vet the locations and aesthetic that suites Hillsborough.
Thank you for your consideration.
Kristi Nyhus
Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Pamela Hakman
Wireless Comments
Please vote for 5G in Hillsborough
Saturday, June 26, 2021 11:42:01 AM

I encourage the City Council to vote for 5G, which is greatly needed in our community for a variety of
good reasons that have already been expressed by a multitude of people.
Warm regards,
Pam Hakman
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Attachments:

Arlene BERNSTEIN
Al Royse; Christine Krolik; Larry May; Sophie Cole; Marie Chuang; Ann Ritzma; Christopher Diaz; Paul Willis; Lisa
Natusch; Wireless Comments
Cell Tower H-32
Saturday, June 26, 2021 2:10:52 PM
arlenecellJune 25.

Council members and staff,
Please read attached letter Please do the right thing -- reject Cell Tower H-32
Thank you,
Dr. Philip and Arlene Bernstein

June 25, 2021
To: Council members and staff
From: Dr. Philip and Arlene Bernstein
In 2017 at a town hall meeting a resident presented 2 propagation maps from
Verizon. The one from sales showed complete coverage for most of Hillsborough,
while the one presented by Crown Castle showed many areas lacking coverage –
which one do you believe??
On June 17, while discussing H-32, Mr. Garcia showed a propagation map of an
alternate location (825 Chiltern) that is 150’ from any home and claimed that the
coverage was not as good as their preferred location. Vice Mayor Krolik pointed
out that while the map showed less coverage in one area it seemed to increase
coverage in another – resulting in only a slight difference. When given a choice of
2 locations with similar coverage; one being 150 feet from any home, the other
very close to many, defacing a pretty intersection, and opposed by many families
– the choice seems to be a “no brainer”!! Yet the Council seems bent on the
original location which leads us to suspect that these were indeed “pre-approved”
(as accidentally indicated in the first set of applications) and all of these town
meetings are just for show – as all has been pre-determined. We certainly hope
that is not the case.
Design standards were created to protect the rural atmosphere of our town.
Council seems to adhere to these standards when it suits them and not hesitate
to violate them when it doesn’t. Having a plausible reason does not justify
breaking the law. At the present location H-32 presents many violations. How
many are you willing to violate??
Please do the right thing – deny H-32
Philip and Arlene Bernstein
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To:
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Kristie Felton
Wireless Comments
support of cell towers
Saturday, June 26, 2021 3:23:41 PM

Hi Council members We previously wrote a letter of support for the cell tower proposal in Hillsborough and
would like to reiterate our continued support for the construction. It seems that there is a small
and vocal, well funded opposition group that are the minority of residents trying to stop this
vital infrastructure improvement. I would urge you to resist letting the minority determine the
safety for the town. We know many families (as our neighbors and through hillsborough
schools) and have yet to meet anyone who does not support this initiative.
Thank you!
Kristie and Paul Felton

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rachel gatoff
Wireless Comments
The need for cell towers
Saturday, June 26, 2021 3:43:57 PM

we need to be able to reach our children and have our children be able to reach us on the good days and the bad.
there is constant talk of preparing for the next disaster, whether it be a fire or an earthquake … what about the most
basic need of being able to communicate with your children if you are separated during such a scary and terrible
disaster? we have go-bags in our homes and cars but if we cannot communicate with our family members and
neighbors, then what good will they do us?
please do the right thing and enable us to keep eachother safe no matter what the day brings.
thank you,
rachel gatoff
------------------------------RACHEL GATOFF
mobile:
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Vaughn
Wireless Comments
Approve cell towers and better cell service
Saturday, June 26, 2021 4:00:19 PM

Linda Vaughn
HILLSBOROUGH
(O) 650-340-8881
(C)

From:
To:
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Linda Leao
Wireless Comments
Wireless towers
Sunday, June 27, 2021 7:44:40 AM

We support the advancement of wireless towers in Hillsborough Ca. It is a timely and necessary improvement that
will assure better service to all residents. We have confidence that the board has done their due diligence regarding
the aesthetics and safety of the towers .
Linda & Richard Leao
Hillsborough, Ca .
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lance Baldo
Wireless Comments
Support of cell towers
Sunday, June 27, 2021 8:05:40 AM

Dear Council Members,
I am writing in support of the proposed cell towers. This is not asking for anything exceptional, rather just bringing
us into a place where we can safely and effectively give our children some independence. We have gizmo watches
for our children, and allow them to bike to school every day. This also keeps cars off the road and reduces our
carbon footprint. The cell coverage is so spotty that at times we cannot track them and when there have been urgent
situations they have not been able to get in touch with us. This is shameful in the year 2021 in such a wealthy
municipality. My tolerance for the vocal minority influencing elected officials is at an all time low. Please act in the
best interest of the majority of your constituents. Thank you for your consideration.
Lance Baldo
Hillsborough, CA 94010
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

steven gatoff
Wireless Comments
Re: The need for cell towers
Sunday, June 27, 2021 9:57:25 AM

i think my wife laid it out perfectly for the hillsborough town counsel/board ... it’s inexcusable in this day and age to
not have adequate cell phone coverage ... you must change this and approve the measure. we pay too many taxes to
even be having this conversation about why the town is not acting to keep our children safe.
you must allow cell towers to be added/upgraded to provide proper safety for our families ... it’s your most basic
job.
steven gatoff

> On Jun 26, 2021, at 3:43 PM, rachel gatoff
wrote:
>
> we need to be able to reach our children and have our children be able to reach us on the good days and the bad.
> there is constant talk of preparing for the next disaster, whether it be a fire or an earthquake … what about the
most basic need of being able to communicate with your children if you are separated during such a scary and
terrible disaster? we have go-bags in our homes and cars but if we cannot communicate with our family members
and neighbors, then what good will they do us?
> please do the right thing and enable us to keep eachother safe no matter what the day brings.
> thank you,
> rachel gatoff
>
>
> ------------------------------> RACHEL GATOFF
> mobile:
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Claudia Stroud
Wireless Comments
Marlo Go Stroud
Please Approve Crown Castle Applications
Sunday, June 27, 2021 12:20:01 PM

Hello Mayor and Councilmembers,
My name is Claudia Stroud. I am a rising crocker student. I got a Gizmo watch for Christmas a couple
years ago. My Gizmo runs on the Verizon network. I have been biking to school for a year now. When I
need to call my mom and dad for an emergency or just to open the garage for me to get into the house, it
takes me about 3 to 5 times to finally get the call to go through. That won't be good if I need help right
away. We need better cellular coverage.
Smart watches and cell phones need to work in our town. People just need reliable service to call each
other. Please approve the Crown Castle wireless applications.
Please also view my video comments linked HERE.
Thank you,
Claudia Stroud
North Elementary Graduate
Rising Crocker 6th Grader
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To:
Cc:
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Kenny Stroud
Wireless Comments
We Need Better Cellular Coverage
Sunday, June 27, 2021 12:33:37 PM

Dear Mayor and Councilmembers,
I'm Kenny and I am a north student. I bike to school everyday. I have a watch that I can call my mom
and dad. It takes 3 or 4 times for my calls to go through... we need better cellular coverage. That won't
happen if we had more wireless facilities. Please approve the applications.
Thank you! Please view my video comments linked HERE.
Kenny Stroud
Rising North School 4th Grader
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To:
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Date:
Attachments:

Jean Parekh
Wireless Comments; Al Royse; Christine Krolik; Marie Chuang; Sophie Cole; Larry May
Please include H31m5 in tomorrow"s agenda
Sunday, June 27, 2021 7:16:49 PM
20210626 Letter to City council

To be included in the public record for the June 28th meeting.
I would greatly appreciate if you can confirm H31m5 will be on tomorrow's agenda.
It was the original alternate H31 site in Crown Castle's May 2021 application.
It does not violate either setback or intersection proximity Town design standards. It's not clear why it's
not being discussed tomorrow.
I believe most, if not all residents in the area, prefer H31m5 out of all the H31 sites.
Thank you for your consideration.
Dr. Jean Parekh

Jean Parekh, Ph.D
Hillsborough, CA 94010
June 27, 2021
Hillsborough Mayor Al Royse and Councilmembers
1600 Floribunda Avenue
Hillsborough, CA 94010
Dear Mayor Royse, Vice-Mayor Krolik, and Council Members Chuang, Cole, and May,
Please ensure that H31m5 is included an option in our June 28th discussion. Residents agree that, among
the four sites, it is the safest and causes the least aesthetic harm to our neighborhood. It’s not clear why
H31m1 has been included as an alternate. No residents have spoken in favor of H31m1. It was rejected
by Town staff for being too close to the intersection.
I hope each of you will take time to drive the intersection. Please consider both safety and how H31m1
and H31m5 will affect the two adjacent homes as well as nearby homes. For any councilmember who
cannot make the trip, I have included a mockup in Figure 3.
Of the four proposed H31 sites, H31m5 is the only one that does not violate either Hillsborough’s
setback design standard (E20) or Hillsborough’s intersection safety design standard (E17).
H31m5 is both the safest option and the option with the least potential impact on residents’ property
values. If H31m1 is chosen, every potential buyer of any home in the area will drive through the fourway-stop Ralston/Pullman intersection and, while stopped, be treated to a view of a 35’ pole in an
area where all other utilities are underground.
Please see the attached Figure 1, from Crown Castle’s May 2021 application, showing H31m1’s location,
right at the intersection, versus H31m5’s, slightly further down Pullman. Our street is a primary route for
trucks in Hillsborough. None of us want a collision between a tired truck driver, coming off 280, pulling a
40’ shipping container and a 35’ cell tower.
Crown Castle’s May 2021 application rejects H31m1 as violating safety design standard E17 (Fig 2.) Only
H31m2 and H31m5 are listed as viable options.

In addition to being the safest option, H31m5 is the best option for the two adjacent homes, as well as
the community at large. Because it is in a far less prominent location, the H31m5 location will have less
impact on property values than H31m1 will.
Setback
H31m2 violates Hillsborough’s setback design standard E20.

In the May 2021 application, H31m2 was included as an option. The setback design standard violation
had not yet been discovered at that time. Now we realize that H31m2 violates Hillsborough’s setback
design standard. H31m2 should be removed from consideration. We can all agree that violating the
setback standard is not a precedent we want to set.
H31m2 has unstable soil and a high perched water table. It is not a safe site for building a 35’ cell tower,
especially only 22’ away from a ADU with renters where it could fall and hurt the occupants.
Safety
H31m1 and H31m3 both violate Hillsborough’s setback design standard E17.
H31m1 and H31m3 were both rejected by Town staff due to safety considerations. Those sites are too
close to the intersection. Therefore, they are more likely to incur collision with a car or one of the many
trucks that use Ralston as a primary route.
The only remaining site to consider is H31m5. It is the safest option of the four sites.
Aesthetics and Property Value
From an aesthetic standpoint, H31m5 also is clearly the best option of the four presented sites.
H31m5 is on the back side of two homes. Note that the 500 Pullman residents use the driveway on
Ralston on as their primary entrance. If the H31m5 location is chosen, the two adjacent residents (and
any potential home-buyers) will not have to drive next to the tower every time they enter and leave
the house.
Locating the pole at H31m5 will cause the least harm to adjacent homeowners’ property values as well
as all nearby homes. Every potential buyer of any home in the area will drive through the four-waystop Ralston/Pullman intersection and, while stopped, be treated to a view of a 35’ pole. It’s going to
be very noticeable in our area, because all other utilities are underground.
Along with the obvious safety benefit of being further from the intersection, H31m5 is better screened
and won’t be seen by every person passing our well-traveled street.
I hope each of you will take time to drive the intersection. Please consider how the two adjacent homes
as well as nearby homes will be affected by H31m1 vs H31m5.
As a lesser, but still important consideration, is how each site will be perceived by the many motorist
who drive on Ralston each day. A 35’ tower right at the intersection will have much more of an impact
on the character of our town, especially in our undergrounded region, that one set back by 50 feet.
Finally, we all realize that whichever design standards are violated will be that much more difficult to
keep in place when other carriers submit new applications. The intersection safety design standard and
setback standards approved by the Town Council in 2019 seems like two standards we should try to
keep.
Thank you for your consideration.
Dr. Jean Parekh

Figure 1. From Crown Castle’s May 2021 application

Figure 2. From Crown Castle’s May 2021 application

Figure 3.To scale mockup of H31m1 (JMP). I could not find dimensions of the meter pedestal easily, and felt I have wasted enough time on this today, with my
father in the ICU, so have approximated meter.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Rajesh Parekh
Wireless Comments
Al Royse; Christine Krolik; Larry May; Marie Chuang; Sophie Cole; Gary Goodman; Jean Parekh
Follow up comments regarding cell tower node H31m2 for 6/28 meeting
Sunday, June 27, 2021 7:19:08 PM

DearCouncil members,
This is a follow up letter having reviewed the city council agenda packet for tomorrow's
hearing. Please include it in the record for the 6/28 meeting.
Undergrounding requirement violation
It appears that departure from undergrounding requirements is justified based on an exception
when "wireless facilities that are designed like streetlights that
meet the Town’s design standards". This appears to be a stretch interpretation when original
guidelines are for already approved and built wireless facilities when an area goes from
not undergrounded to undergrounded. To state the obvious, the current situation is entirely
the contrary so not sure how you can rely on this guideline.
We would like to just reiterate that the town is creating a precedent that you will not be able to
walk back from by allowing equipment above ground in underground areas. Noise issues are
being used as challenges, when in fact no study or data has been provided on noise impact of
underground equipment with fans. Council seems to be operating on qualitative comments
from Crown Castle and CTC but with no hard data.
Now if you are relying on the logic of "they look like streetlights" - well then may I suggest
you actually go ahead and require them to be functional street lights of the same design as the
rest of the town? It would at least then make the aesthetics better by having an actual street
light on the pole and would help with safety around the pole.
Design guideline violations of the Setback requirements
As we have previously entered in the record, the proposed node at H31m2 is about 22 feet
from residential dwelling (ADU) on 492 pullman. By Town's calculations the average setback
in the 500 yard radius is around 45 feet. And previous hearing it was established that the
setback guideline is violated once ADU - which is a full fledged residential dwelling - is taken
into account. However we do not see this captured in the city agenda packet as one of the
violations. We request that official record and documentation captures the fact that H31m2 as
proposed would violate design guidelines E20.
Sincerely
Raj and Jean Parekh
Gary and Lynn Goodman

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Samira Rahmatullah
Wireless Comments
Support for wireless service in Hillsborough
Sunday, June 27, 2021 8:05:19 PM

Hello I am writing to share my family's support for the wireless applications that are currently under
review in Hillsborough. My husband Munir and our two kids, Zainab and Shaayer, have lived
in Hillsborough since 2009. Our kids are starting 4th grade at Hillsborough North this Fall.
We love this community and want to see it continue to be the best, safest and most welcoming
community in the state and country.
We have lived with bad cellphone coverage for all of these years, and now that our kids are
grown up, we are feeling it much more. It worries me that if I or my kids were to ever need
help while driving around town, that we can't rely on our phones working. In today's world, it
is unimaginable that this would be our experience and worry. We need to be able to rely on
good and consistent wireless coverage to be safe in our homes, schools and on our roads.
We hope you will think of the wellness and safety of all of us in Hillsborough, and approve
the wireless applications being reviewed this week.
Thank you!
Best,
The Alam Family
, Hillsborough, CA 94010

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Dietzen
Wireless Comments; Kate Sandrini Dietzen
In favor of cell towers for Hillsborough, please!
Sunday, June 27, 2021 8:05:36 PM

Dear Hillsborough Council,
After much research I have concluded cell towers impose little to no risk to our
residents. The real risk to our residents is lack of cell coverage in emergencies.
I’ve read many articles confirming the lack of danger from these towers. The
American Cancer Society, the widest recognized non-profit endorses this
position and I’ve included a small write up from their website regarding cell
towers.
As a mother of two I rely on the ability to communicate with my kids by phone.
This is even more important in our area with the instability of our Internet
services. The strain on California’s power grid should also be a factor when
assessing the importance of expanding our communication options in the area--when the power's out, such as in rolling blackouts, cell coverage is essential.
Thank you for your consideration, Kate Dietzen

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY LATEST ON
CELL PHONE
TOWERS

The American Cancer Society has
updated its public information on cell
phone towers and cancer.
Do cellular phone towers cause cancer?
Some people have expressed concern
that living, working, or going to school
near a cell phone tower might increase
the risk of cancer or other health
problems. At this time, there is very little
evidence to support this idea. In theory,
there are some important points that
would argue against cellular phone
towers being able to cause cancer.
First, the energy level of
radiofrequency (RF) waves is
relatively low, especially when
compared with the types of
radiation that are known to
increase cancer risk, such as

gamma rays, x-rays, and
ultraviolet (UV) light. The
energy of RF waves given off
by cell phone towers is not
enough to break chemical
bonds in DNA molecules, which
is how these stronger forms of
radiation may lead to cancer.
A second issue has to do with
wavelength. RF waves have
long wavelengths, which can
only be concentrated to about
an inch or two in size. This
makes it unlikely that the
energy from RF waves could be
concentrated enough to affect
individual cells in the body.
Third, even if RF waves were
somehow able to affect cells in
the body at higher doses, the
level of RF waves present at
ground level is very low – well
below the recommended limits.
Levels of energy from RF
waves near cell phone towers
are not significantly different
from the background levels of
RF radiation in urban areas
from other sources, such as
radio and television broadcast
stations.
For these reasons, most scientists agree
that cell phone antennas or towers are
unlikely to cause cancer
Do cellular phone towers cause any
other health problems?
High levels of RF waves can cause a

warming of body tissues, but the energy
levels on the ground near a cell phone
tower are far below the levels needed to
cause this effect. So far, there is no
evidence in published scientific reports
that cell phone towers cause any other
health problems.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Dietzen
Wireless Comments
In favor of cell towers, please
Sunday, June 27, 2021 8:09:43 PM

My son, 14 and a lifelong resident of Hillsborough, composed the following:
Dear Hillsborough Council: We for-real be living in the 80s without cell service,
so let's get with the 21st century. Cell towers are vital so in case of an
emergency such as a power outage, I will still be able to contact my parents.
Without cell towers, my wifi being out means no contact to my parents or
calling 911. So please, for the sake of this town and all the other kids like me,
pass the bill. And no 5g does not cause cancer. Thank you.
-----------------------Scott Dietzen
@scott_dietzen

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Annie Pong
Wireless Comments
Oppose to Verizon Cell towers
Monday, June 28, 2021 6:25:21 AM

If these towers are allowed to be constructed in our neighbourhood, they will destroy the beauty and uniqueness of
our town.
I especially oppose to the one on Marlborough Rd, next to the two bright green giant water tanks. This tower will be
so very close to many homes, one less than 40 feet away from children’s bedroom and playroom. Apart from safety
reasons, these towers are eye sores.
This is not Hillsborough. We don’t do that to neighbors and children.
So please reconsider and locate them in areas away from homes.
The council members are the decision makers and not Crown Castle and Verizon.
Annie Pong
Please excuse typos

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cameron Douraghy
Wireless Comments
Cell Towers
Monday, June 28, 2021 10:13:39 AM

Dear city council:
*I urge Hillsborough City Council to deny the 13 Crown Castle applications for wireless
towers.
* Improving cell coverage in Hillsborough is NOT dependent on Council approving the
13 Crown Castle applications. In fact, a decision to approve these applications is
misguided, illegal and harmful to residents. Equally important, such a decision
significantly guts Hillsborough's ability to control its own destiny when it comes to any
carrier – any vendor – wishing to do business in Hillsborough.
* The Crown Castle applications violate Hillsborough’s existing laws.  Based on HCA’s
analysis, each of the proposed 13 wireless installations violates on average 50% of applicable
design standards.
* The Crown Castle applications are incomplete: no evidence was provided by Crown
Castle regarding the Town’s laws serving an effective prohibition. In fact, CTC even said
so explicitly in its report. Equally important, these applications violate CEQA! The Town
said itself they cannot act on a permit unless the applicant has either secured approval on
CEQA grounds or secured an exemption. That’s what they argued in their 2017 denial yet
they are not following that now.
* None of the proposed Crown Castle towers accommodates colocation, a central tenet of
our existing laws. Lack of colocation means cell towers will begin sprouting up everywhere
not only from AT&T and TMobile/Sprint, but from Verizon as well. Important to remember
that these Crown Castle towers do NOT demonstrate significantly improved coverage. I am
not a Verizon customer, your disregard for colocation requirements makes me feel like you do
not care about the needs of other residents.
* Approving these Crown Castle applications results in towers being placed too close to
homes – as close as 25’ from homes. This is NOT a nimby (or FOMY) issue. This is, and
always has been, am OUR COMMUNITY and OUR VALUES issue. Hillsborough City
Council, with a vote to approve these applications, will set a dangerous precedent that
new towers will, similarly, be placed much too close to homes. Why has the Council
dismissed the plan furnished by a Hillsborough resident who is an expert in both cell
technology and cell equipment that places towers 150’ from Hillsborough residents' homes?  
* Hillsborough City Council claims that what is guiding its decision to approve these Crown
Castle applications is safety. Yet, lack of backup power makes these towers useless in a
natural disaster like fire or earthquake. Additionally, with only 3 out of 10 people
subscribing to Verizon in the United States, the majority of residents (AT&T and TMobile/Sprint subscribers) will be "left in the dark" in an emergency according to City
Council's logic on safety, since none of the proposed sites will support colocation.
* Hillsborough City Council's eagerness to side with and yield to Crown Castle against

its own citizens makes Hillsborough easy pickings for the next carrier – or vendor – to
come in and sue the town and falsely claim effective prohibition. Why are you doing
this?
* Instead of spending the last year negotiating with Crown Castle to the detriment of residents,
Council should have invested time and resources on designing a wireless plan that could have
fast-tracked approvals for carriers and their proxies. Hillsborough City Council abdicated its
responsibilities to be proactive and to protect residents' property rights and values. It is not
too late to save Hillsborough from a grave consequence. City Council should terminate
the settlement agreement with Crown Castle and work with residents to craft a plan that
will work for ALL residents.
* Evidence has been amply provided by half a dozen of the most accomplished real estate
brokers that properties located adjacent to cell towers will devalue 10%-20%.  
Thank you for taking my comments into consideration. I would like to get answers to my
questions.
Cameron Douraghy

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jean Parekh
Wireless Comments; Al Royse; Christine Krolik; Marie Chuang; Sophie Cole
Memo to help councilmembers understand lack of information on RF health implications
Monday, June 28, 2021 10:35:48 AM
20210628 Letter to City Council.

Please include the attached memo in the public record for tonight's meeting.
Thank you.
Jean Parekh, Ph. D.

Jean Parekh, Ph.D
Hillsborough, CA 94010
June 28, 2021
Hillsborough Mayor Al Royse and Councilmembers
1600 Floribunda Avenue
Hillsborough, CA 94010
Dear Mayor Royse, Vice-Mayor Krolik, and Council Members Chuang, Cole, and May,

Heath Effects
You should realize that those of us who have pointed out that the long term health effects are unknown
are not saying that we should not improve cell service. What we are saying is that US regulations on
radiation exposure limit are NOT based on any science. In the absence of data, it’s important to be
more cautious than you otherwise have to be.
I would like to attempt to explain a bit of a paradox that came up in one of the May city council
meetings.
Crown Castle’s expert and our own technical advisors insisted that the towers comply with US
regulations. However, the American Cancer Society states that the long term health effects of radiation
exposure are unknown. Both of these things are true, actually. How can that be?
US radiation limits for both long and short term exposure are ALL based on short term exposure data.
I don’t know if any of you have scientific backgrounds, but US regulators have merely extrapolated the
data, which is (I’m going to use a technical term here) a big no-no. If I, as a scientist, conducted a series

of short term experiments, and then wrote up and sent a paper off to a journal making claims about
long term effects, my paper would be rejected outright. I doubt the editor would bother sending it out
to peer review.
You don’t get to put into the Results section something you haven’t proved. The Discussion section is
fun – you can wave your hands around a bit there and say “maybe this or maybe that.”
But in reputable journals, if you haven’t done the experiment, you can’t say “We have proven X.”
Sadly, the US government does not hold itself to scientific standards.
I brought up this failure to my CPU Commissioner friend. She said “well, the technology has changed so
much over the years.” She is a state-level regulator, not federal. But her answer was weak and I let her
know it. The tech hasn’t changed that much. And at least having some long-term exposure data would
be better than our current situation which is: we have ZERO strong data on long-term exposure, hence
the American Cancer Society’s June 2020 statement.
I personally am really curious why no studies have been carried out or, if they have been carried out, not
publicized. Unfortunately, there have been too many incidents of companies hiding unfavorable data.
We have learned we cannot trust industry to police itself. We’ve also lost faith in government, especially
at the federal level. Their decisions are too often swayed by lobbying and the special interest money
that pours in. We’ve also lost faith in my community, our scientists. We scientists too often make the
mistake of designing weak studies and putting out information that later is revealed to be false.
The lack of long term exposure data means, essentially, that we are flying blind. In the absence of data,
all we can do is understand the technology and do our best to minimize exposure. 5G may not be
possible, given Hillsborough’s terrain. This is not my field, but my uneducated inclination is that more,
smaller towers operating at the higher 5G wavelength would provide less total exposure and would
certainly provide a more even exposure to all citizens. 5G would also be easier for concerned residents
to screen themselves from.
Thank you for your consideration.
Dr. Jean Parekh

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joyce Molinelli
Wireless Comments;
Verizon Coverage
Monday, June 28, 2021 12:10:42 PM

We have previously submitted two (2) letters in opposition to the current cell tower installation including
one from our attorneys. Mr. Mark Molumphy also addressed the council on our behalf.
My comments below are to supplement those previously expressed.
Verizon is our cellular provider of service and has been for a significant period of time (years). We have
never had any difficulty or problem with Verizon cell phone coverage in the area of Chateau Drive and
Laurent Road when using our cell phones from this area or from our home.
The cell tower installation proposed for location at Chateau Drive and Laurent Road is completely
unnecessary. It would be a blight on the rural nature of the wild life area in our community.
The proposed cell tower at this location would also be too close to our home located above Chateau
Drive, too close to the out-door living space of our home and too close to the master bedroom of our
home.
Please think honestly about how you would react to one of these monstrosities proposed for placement
near or across from you own home ~ or the home of one of your children.
Please, please reject this Crown Castle proposal.
Joyce and James P. Molinelli

